HOWARD COUNTY BOARD OF APPEALS HEARING EXAMINER
Civil Citation Nos. CE 11-129-IV & V

^ In the Matter of

Citations Issued January 29, 2015

SCOTT SHEARER/SGS ASSOCIATES, LLC &
GREGG PARATER

Order Re: Department of Planning and
Zoning's Request for Reconsideration

Respondents

ORDER
On June 4, 2015, the Department of Planning and Zoning (DPZ), through counsel David
Moore/ Senior Assistant County Solicitor/ timely submitted a request for reconsideration of the
Hearing Examiner's May 20, 2015 Order dismissing in pertinent part Civil Citation CE 11-129-V, as
it concerned DPZ's issuance of the citation for Respondents' maintenance of a structure which
fails to meet the interior side yard setback. DPZ requests the Hearing Examiner to reconsider her
interpretation of Md. Code Ann., Cts. & Jud. Proc. § 5-114(b)(2) (2014 Supp.) as applied to her
decision to dismiss CE 11-129-V. Respondents timely filed a response in opposition to the
request, requesting that it be denied.
Hearing Examiner Rule of Procedure 11.1
Hearing Examiner Rule of Procedure 11.1 authorizes a party to a case to request the
hearing examiner's reconsideration of the decision in the case. Pursuantto Rule 11.5, the Hearing
Examiner will revise a decision only upon a finding of mistake of fact or mistake of law. Although
DPZ did not expressly allege a mistake of law, it does so effectively through its application of Md.
Code Ann./ Cts. & Jud. Proc. II § 5-114(b) (2014 Supp.) in the reconsideration request.

DISCUSSION
As a first matter, the Order did evaluate the evidence of the case against DPZ's application
of § 5-114(b) (discussed below) and the Hearing Examiner concluded DPZ failed its burden of
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proof, having impermissibly shifted it to Respondents/ as it also does in this request for
reconsideration. Howard County Code (HCC) § 16.1605(d) does impose on an alleged violator
the "burden to provide all affirmative defenses." Section 5-114(d) includes express language to
protect alleged violators' affirmative defenses. "Defenses. - This section may not be construed
to abrogate or affect the defense of laches or any other defense that a person may have to an
action or proceeding for a violation of a setback line restriction." Respondents, however, did not
raise any affirmative defense, which would have shifted the burden of production to them to
prove they had a valid building permit had DPZ presented the requested evidence that there was
no building permit issued for the alleged setback violation. Rather/ because Mr. Shearer agreed
to allowing the Hearing Examiner to direct questions to him to more efficiently organize his casein-chief, the Hearing Examiner informed him, and put DPZ on notice, that her questions may
probe the rightfulness of DPZ's action to even initiate a code enforcement action against
Respondents under § 5-114(b)(2). In addition, the amending language of § 5-114(d), which relies
on common law defenses to certain governmental actions, was not enacted until the third, 1992
revision of § 5-114 (1992 Md. Laws 383) which was first enacted in 1989 (1989 Md. Laws 729).
Thus, the burden of proof that a governmental entity could lawfully initiate an action or
proceeding for a building or structure setback restriction line violation remains always with that
entity.

Md. Code Ann., Cts. & Jud. Proc. 11 § 5-114 (2014 Supp.)
Note: A state code section follows a specific order of subdivision. Consequently, § 5-114 is ordered as code
section 5-114, (a) Subsection, (1) Paragraph (Item), (i) Subparagraph (Item) and A. Subparagraph (Item). For
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ease of reading, the Hearing Examiner uses the general term "section" when referencing specific provisions

except where clarity requires citation to a specific subdivision.

Section 5-114 applies to a limited category of setback line restrictions through the
regulatory definitions in § 5-114(a). Section 5-114(a)(8) defines a "setback line" as "the distance
from a curb or shoulder of a highway, edge of a sidewalk, or property line beyond which any
portion of a building or structure may not extend."A "property line" "means the line markingthe
boundary between 2 separate lots or parcels of property." § 5-114(a)(7). A "highway" "means
any way or thoroughfare, whether or not the way or thoroughfare has been dedicated to the
public or a dedication has been accepted." § 5-114(a)(4). A "setback line restriction" "means a
"setback line established by: (i) A law, ordinance/ or regulation, including a building or zoning law,
ordinance/ or regulation; or (ii) An instrument, however denominated." §5-114(a)(9). In this case,

we are concerned with the application of these terms under §§ 5-114(a)(2)/ (b)(2), (b)(3) & (b)(4).
(a) (2). A "Building permit" or "permit" includes a site plan and other documentation
submitted in support of an application for a building permit and providing the basis for the
issuance of the building permit.
(b) (2). A governmental entity may not initiate an action or proceeding arising out of a
failure of a building or structure to comply with a setback line restriction more than 3 years
after the date on which the violation first occurred if the building or structure was
constructed or reconstructed:
(i) In compliance with an otherwise valid building permit/ except that the building
permit wrongfully permitted the building or structure to violate a setback line
restriction; or
(ii) Under a valid building permit, and the building or structure failed to comply with
a setback line restriction accurately reflected in the permit.
(3) For purposes of paragraph (2)(i) of this subsection and notwithstanding any other
provision of State or local law to the contrary/ a building permit that was otherwise validly
issued, except that the permit wrongfully permitted the building or structure to violate a
setback line restriction/ shall be considered a valid building permit.
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(4) For purposes of paragraph (2) of this subsection, the date on which the violation
first occurred shall be deemed to be the date on which the final building inspection was
approved.

DPZ's Approach to Md. Code Ann., Cts. & Jud. Proc. II § 5-114(b) (2014 Supp.)
DPZ's proposition is that § 5-114(b)(2) contains three distinct rules, what it calls
"circumstances." The first rule (Rule 1) is what the Hearing Examiner will identify as a prohibitive
rule because it bars a governmental entity from initiating a proceeding or action where a building
permit issued for a building or structure wrongfully permits the building or structure to violate a
setback line restriction. Rule 1 arises under the action of § 5-114(b)(2)(i) and applies when a
building permit is properly issued despite the fact that the plans submitted in support of the
permit application reflect that the structure, if constructed as drawn, would be built within a
setback (i. e./ the plans submitted and approved clearly show a setback encroachment.) DPZ
describes Rule 1 as "plan review error," a circumstance arising when the government issues the
permit despite the obvious and apparent setback restriction violation. In this circumstance, the
building permit wrongfully permitted the buildingorstructureto violate a setback line restriction.
The second Rule (Rule 2) is also a prohibitive rule and it arises under the action of § 5114(b)(2)(ii). DPZ describes Rule 2 as "building inspection error" and the department reasons
Rule 2 limits a government's authority to enforce a legal setback restriction when the structure/
as built/ causes a setback violation that a government's on-site inspection did not catch. Under
Rules 1 and 1, a government entity has "the opportunity from either the submitted plans or the
structure itself to see that something is wrong and to force correction of the resulting setback
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violation. In either circumstance, the government has the opportunity to catch the violation while
takingthe building plans and the building itself on face value and without the government having
to conduct an overly burdensome investigation for every building permit for which application is
made."

Rule 3 is not prohibitive and it also arises under DPZ's application of the phrase
"wrongfully permitted" in § 5-114(b)(i). Rule 3 operates as a statutory exception to Rules 1 and 2
and, consequently, to the three-year statute of limitation and it applies to what the Hearing
Examiner will describe as an "inaccurate building permit setback line restriction" and arises when
a building permit is issued based on "building plans false[ly] depicting the property line and
setback restriction area." Notably/ DPZ derives Rule 3 from the speculative consequential effects
of an inaccurate building permit setback restriction line, an error that would operate "primarily
to the benefit of the dishonest." A dishonest applicant "will be rewarded, because the
government cannot afford to catch their hidden violation unless it obtains an independent
property line survey for every building permit that is submitted. Given how unrealistic that is to
be done, the dishonest applicant need only avoid attention that could result in a property line
survey being conducted and three years after their plans falsely garnered them a building permit
despite a setback violation/' making the applicant "immune to enforcement." DPZ cautions us.
To interpret either of the restrictions on governmental enforcement of setback restrictions
created by Met. Code Ann., Cts. & Jud. Proc. II § 5-114 (2014 Supp.) as applying where, as
here, the submitted building plans falsely depict the property line and setback restriction
area, would require that the government/ in order to police setback restrictions/ to second
guess every building plan that is submitted and obtain an expensive and time-consuming
property line survey of its own for every building permit application.
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Such apprehension is not an independent, legally supportable foundation for adopting DPZ's
application of the statute. It is also clear/ as will be addressed below in a fuller review of Rule 3
and the statute, that the legislative intent of § 5-114 was to bring even building permits issued
with deliberately inaccurate building or structure setbacks under its three-year discovery rule
protection.

Statutory Construction & Interpretation 101
In the Hearing Examiner's view, the controlling issue in the request for reconsideration is
the meaning of the phrase "otherwise valid" in Section § 5-114(b)(2)(i), which subparagraph bars
governmental entities from initiating an action for a setback line restriction when a building is
constructed or reconstructed "[i]n compliance with "an otherwise valid building permit, except
that the building permit wrongfully permitted the building or structure to violate a setback line
restriction" (emphasis added.) The task here, then, is to determine the meaning of this phrase,

and the phrase in context of the definition of a 1) "building permit" in §5-114(a)(2): [a] "[b]uiiding
permit" or "permit" includes a site plan and other documentation submitted in support of an
application for a building permit and providing the basis for the issuance of the building permit"

and critically, to 2) the definition of a valid building permit in § 5-114(b)(3): "[f]or purposes of
paragraph (2)(i) of this subsection and notwithstanding any other provision of State or local law
to the contrary/ a building permit that was otherwise validly issued, except that the permit
wrongfully permitted the building or structure to violate a setback line restriction/ shall be
considered a valid building permit."
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In this effort, the Hearing Examiner applies the principles of statutory construction. The
cardinal rule of statutory interpretation is to ascertain and effectuate the intent of the
Legislature. We are guided in this endeavor by the statutory text. We give the words of a statute
their ordinary and usual meaning. If the statute is not ambiguous, we generally will not look
beyond its language to determine legislative intent. In our effort to effectuate the Legislature's
intent, we may consider the consequences resulting from one meaning rather than another, and
adopt that construction which avoids an illogical or unreasonable result/ or one which is
inconsistent with common sense. Where appropriate/ we interpret a provision in the context of
the entire statutory scheme of which it is a part. Mueller v. People's Counsel/ 177 Md. App.43,
85-87, 934 A.2d 974, 998-999 (2007) (internal citations and quotations omitted).
"Otherwise valid" is standard statutory phraseology/ but nonetheless a phrase that may
be susceptible to a broad range of interpretations if not read in context. As used in § 5114(b)(2)(i), "otherwise valid" is an adverbial phrase. "Otherwise" used as an adverb means "in
all ways except the one mentioned." See Merriam-Webster On-Line Dictionary,

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/otherwise. Thus/ the qualifying phrase
"otherwise valid" means, in context/ a building permit, which includes a site plan and other
documentation submitted in support of the permit, which the governmental entity used as the
basis for the permit, and which is valid but for the fact that the building permit plan and other
documentation caused the building or structure to violate a setback line restriction. If the
building or structure is constructed or reconstructed within the terms of the original building
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permit/ but the permit wrongfully permitted a structure to violate a setback line restriction, a
governmental entity may not initiate a setback restriction line enforcement action three years
past the final building inspection.
A consideration of Rule 3 under the rules of statutory construction and interpretation
mandates a disruption of the adverbial phrase "otherwise valid/' a foundational statutory
meaning point of subparagraph (b)(2)(i), by imputing to the term "valid" a distinction between
valid and invalid permits through application of the term "wrongfully" in the phrase "wrongfully
permitted" in paragraph (3)/ and which consequentially interposes within the statute a qualified
enforcement action or proceeding exception for "bad faith" building permits. In short, DPZ
alleges there are separate rules for what DPZ judges to be "dishonest" plans and applications and
honest plans and applications.
In the Hearing Examiner's experience, the more common issue is not "dishonest
applicants," but citizens who are genuinely unaware of what is required of them. Even so, for
Rule 3 to take hold/ DPZ does not sell it by tenable means of statutory construction, but through
the dire consequences to government entities being forced to conduct property surveys for every
building permit application/ and which forces the department into a strained reading of the
applicable provisions. This reading contravenes the plain meaning rule of statutory construction.
Rule 3 also inserts a potential ambiguity into the statute that is otherwise not present,
ascribing to it an exception hinging on the genuineness of a building permit based on its content.
It is also inconsistent with the Maryland General Assembly's legislative drafting policy to
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segregate—list—substantive provisions, such as §§ 5-114(a) & (b), and following the segregated
list/ to add a provision containing any statutory exceptions to the substantive provisions. Thus,
for example/ Md. Code Ann., Cts. & Jud. Proc. II § 5-103 (2014 Supp.), a statute of limitations for
adverse possession actions/ contains exception language in a separate provision.

5-103. Adverse possession; common-law doctrine of prescription and other limitations
unaffected
(a) In general. - Within 20 years from the date the cause of action accrues, a person shall:
(1) File an action for recovery of possession of a corporeal freehold or leasehold estate
in land; or
(2) Enter on the land.
(b) Exceptions.
(1) This section does not affect the common-law doctrine of prescription as it applies to
the creation of incorporeal interests in land by adverse use.
(2) This section does not affect the periods of limitations set forth in § 6-103 or § 8-107
of the Real Property Article.
If the state legislature had intended to create an exception to Rules 1 and 2, via Rule 3, it would
have done so in an exceptions provision.

Section 5-114(b)(i) is neutral on "wrongfully issued" building permits. The legislative
history of § 5-114 supports this interpretation. Section 5-114 was enacted as 1989 Md. Laws 729.
The purpose paragraph as introduced and enacted reads as follows.
Note: [text in brackets] indicates deletions from existing law; TEXT IN ALL CAPITALS indicates additions to
existing law; Strike-out indicates material deleted by amendment; Underlining indicates material added by
amendment.) In 1989 Md. Laws 729, italized underlining indicates material added by a separate amendment.

FOR the purpose of establishing certain time periods after which a person may not file a
cause of oction initiate an action or proceeding that arises out of a failure of onothor porGon
a building or structure to comply with a setback line restriction under certain
circumstances; providing that a failure to comply with a setback line restriction may not
cause a forfeiture or reversion of title; defining certain terms; providing for the application
and construction of this Act; and generally relating to establishing certain periods of
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limitations for a cause of action that arises out of a failure to comply with a setback line
restriction.

This is the text of § 5-114 as introduced, amended and enacted.

(A)(l) IN THIS SECTION, THE FOLLOWING WORDS HAVE THE MEANINGS INDICATED.
(2) "HIGHWAY" MEANS ANY WAY OR THOROUGHFARE/ WHETHER OR NOT THE WAY OR
THOROUGHFARE HAS BEEN DEDICATED TO THE PUBLIC OR A DEDICATION HAS BEEN
ACCEPTED.

(3) "LOCAL GOVERNMENT" MEANS:
(I) A COUNTY ESTABLISHED UNDER ARTICLE 25A OF THE CODE;
(II) A CODE COUNTY ESTABLISHED UNDER ARTICLE 25B OF THE CODE;
(Ill) A BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS ESTABLISHED OR OPERATING UNDER
ARTICLE 25 OF THE CODE;

(IV) BALTIMORE CITY;
(V) A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION ESTABLISHED OR OPERATING UNDER ARTICLE 23A
OF THE CODE;

(VI) A SPECIAL TAXING DISTRICT; OR
(VII) ANY OTHER POLITICAL SUBDIVISION.
(4) "PERSON" INCLUDES:

(I) AN INDIVIDUAL;
^ (II) THE STATE; AND
W (III) A LOCAL GOVERNMENT, INCLUDING AN OFFICER/ DEPARTMENT, AGENCY,
BOARD, COMMISSION, OR OTHER UNIT OF A LOCAL GOVERNMENT.
(5) "PROPERTY LINE" MEANS THE LINE MARKING THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN 2
SEPARATE LOTS OR PARCELS OF PROPERTY.
(6) "SETBACK LINE" MEANS THE DISTANCE FROM A CURB OR SHOULDER OF A
HIGHWAY/ EDGE OF A SIDEWALK, OR PROPERTY LINE BEYOND WHICH ANY PORTION OF A
BUILDING OR STRUCTURE MAY NOT EXTEND.
(7) "SETBACK LINE RESTRICTION" MEANS A SETBACK LINE ESTABLISHED BY:
(I) A LAW, ORDINANCE/ OR REGULATION/ INCLUDING A BUILDING OR ZONING LAW,
ORDINANCE, OR REGULATION; OR
(II) AN INSTRUMENT, HOWEVER DENOMINATED.

(B) [HW IF A BUILDING OR STRUCTURE WAS CONSTRUCTED OR RECONSTRUCTED UNDER
A VAUe-BUILDING PERMIT THAT IS OTHERWISE VALID EXCEPT FOR THE FAILURE TO
COMPLY WITH THE SETBACK LINE RESTRICTION, A PERSON MAY NW-Ptir&^-GAUSe OF
ACTION INITIATE AI\U\CTION^ OR EROCEEDING THAT ARISES OUT OF A FAILURE
OF ANOTHER PERSON THHUU-DING^R STRUCTURE TO COMPLY WITH A SETBACK LINE
RESTRICTION MORE THAN 3 YEARS AFTER THE DATE THAT THE ALLEGED FAILURE TO
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COMPLY WITH THE SETBACK LINE RESTRICTION ON WHICH THE VIOLATION FIRST
OCCURRED.

(2) FOR PURPOSES_^OFJ^HIS^UBSECTION, THE DATE ON WHICH THE VIOLATION FIRST
OCCURRED SHALL BE DEEMED TO BE THE DATE ON WHICH THE FINAL BUILDING
INSPECTION WAS APPROVED.
(2) IF A BUILDING OR STRUCTURE WAS CONSTRUCTED OR RECONSTRUCTED WITHOUT
A VALID BUILDING PERMIT, A PERSON MAY NOT FILE A CAUSE OF ACTION THAT ARISES
WT OF A FAILURE OF ANOTHER PERSON TO COMPLY WITH A SETBACK LINE RESTRICTION
MORE THAN 6 YEARS AFTER THE DATE THATTHE ALLEGED FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE
SETBACK LINE RESTRICTION FIRST OCCURRED.

(C) NOTWITHSTANDING ANY PROVISLONTOTHE CQNTRARYJMA DEED OR OTHER WRITTEN
I NSTRUMENT, A FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH A SETBACK LINE RESTRICTION MAY NOT CAUSE
A FORFEITURE OR REVERSION OF TITLE.
The General Assembly struggled with then § 5-114(B)(1), the language being persnickety
in what state legislators could force it to confess. Eventually they settled on the adverbial
qualifying phrase "otherwise valid," which aligned the statutory text with the purpose paragraph.
Section 5-114(B)(1) unambiguously barred all actions or proceedings for building or structure
setback line restrictions for a building permit involving a failure of a building or structure to
comply with a setback line restriction three years after a final building inspection.
Section 5-114 was amended through 1991 Md. Laws 729. The purpose of the
amendments was to provide a definition of "building permit" and specify that a building permit
is nonetheless valid if issued under two circumstances. The purpose paragraph reads so.
FOR the purpose of clarifying that a person may not initiate an action or proceeding that
arises out of the failure of a building or structure to comply with a setback line restriction
after a certain time period under certain circumstances; providing that a person may not
initiate an action or proceeding that arises out of a failure of a building or structure to
comply with a setback line restriction after a certain time period under certain
circumstances; providing that a building permit issued under certain circumstances shall be
considered a valid permit, notwithstanding other laws to the contrary, for the purpose of
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this Act; making provisions of this Act severable; and generally relating to periods of
limitation for actions or proceedings for failure to comply with a setback line restriction
(emphasis added.)
A new § 5-114(a)(2) defines what constitutes a valid permit.

"BUILDING PERMIT" OR "PERMIT" INCLUDES A SITE PLAN AND OTHER DOCUMENTATION
SUBMITTED IN SUPPORT OF AN APPLICATION FOR A BUILDING PERMIT AND PROVIDING
THE BASIS FOR THE ISSUANCE OF THE BUILDING PERMIT.
State legislators had another go at now § 5-114(b)(l), adding subparagraphs (b)(l)(i) &
(ii), and new paragraph (b)(2).
(b) (1) [if a building or structure was constructed or reconstructed under a building permit
that was otherwise valid except for the failure to comply with the setback line restriction/
a person may not initiate an action or proceeding that arises out of a failure of the building
or structure to comply with a setback line restrictions more than 3 years after the date on

which the violation first occurred] A PERSON MAY NOT INITIATE AN ACTION OR
PROCEEDING ARISING OUT OF A FAILURE OF A BUILDING OR STRUCTURE TO COMPLY WITH
A SETBACK LINE RESTRICTION MORE THAN 3 YEARS AFTER THE DATE ON WHICH THE
VIOLATION FIRST OCCURRED IF THE BUILDING OR STRUCTURE WAS CONSTRUCTED OR
RECONSTRUCTED:
(I) IN COMPLIANCE WITH AN OTHERWISE VALID BUILDING PERMIT/ EXCEPT THAT THE
BUILDING PERMIT WRONGFULLY PERMITTED THE BUILDING OR STRUCTURE TO
VIOLATE A SETBACK LINE RESTRICTION; OR
(II) UNDER A VALID BUILDING PERMIT/ AND THE BUILDING OR STRUCTURE FAILED TO
COMPLY WITH A SETBACK LINE RESTRICTION ACCURATELY REFLECTED IN THE
PERMIT.

(2) FOR PURPOSES OF PARAGRAPH (1)(1) OF THIS SUBSECTION AND NOTWITHSTANDING
ANY OTHER PROVISION OF STATE OR LOCAL LAW TO THE CONTRARY, A BUILDING PERMIT
THAT WAS OTHERWISE VALIDLY ISSUED/ EXCEPT THAT THE PERMIT WRONGFULLY
PERMITTED THE BUILDING OR STRUCTURE TO VIOLATE A SETBACK LINE RESTRICTION,
SHALL BE CONSIDERED A VALID BUILDING PERMIT.
If we reverse the reading order of §§ 5-114(b)(l)(i) & (ii), this amending and clarifying
language, read in context/ plainly distinguishes between building permits showing accurate
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setbacks and those that do not, the statute now applicable to a building or structure built in a
location other than where a building permit accurately reflected a setback line restriction, as well
as to a building or structure built in accordance with a building permit that "wrongfuliy
permitted" an inaccurate setback line restriction, by formal action of paragraph (b)(2), which by
action of law renders valid a "wrongfully permitted" building three years after final inspection.
"Wrongful" as used in the definition of "valid building permit" means "having no legal sanction:
unlawful." See Merriam-Webster On-Line Dictionary, http://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/wrongful. Used as a verb "permit" means to "to allow (something) to
happen: to give permission for (something), "to allow (someone) to do or have something/' "to
make something possible." When used as a transitive verb, as in this regulatory definition of a
valid building permit, "permitted" means "to consent to expressly or formally <permit access to
records>/' " to give leave: authorize/' "to make possible <the design permits easy access>."
When a building permit wrongfully permits a building or structure to violate setback line
restriction, the building or structure is formally authorized—acquires legal status—as a lawful
non-compliant building or structure under the three-year, post-inspection statute of limitations.
As a statute of limitations, § 5-114, by legislative intent, applies equally to non-compliance with
a valid—accurate—building permit setback and to compliance with a wrongfully permitted—
inaccurate—building permit setback.
Section 5-114 was last substantially amended through 1992 Md. Laws 383. The 1992
amendments included the above referenced § 5-114(c) affirmative defense protections. The
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session law also defined private entities and public entities separately. Under § 5-114(a)(3), a
"governmental entity" includes (I) the state; (ii) a local government; and (iii) an officer, office,
department/ agency, board, commission, or other unit of state or local government. Section 5-

114(a)(6)(l) defines "person" as including (I) an individual, receiver, trustee, guardian, personal
representative/ fiduciary or representative of any kind and any partnership, firm, association/
corporation, or other entity. Section 5-114(a)(6)(ll) states, "a person" does not include a
governmental entity."

These clarifying and reorganizational amendments offer us a fuller expression of the
legislative principle informing the statute. Section 5-114 is concerned with the location of
buildings or structures in relation to property line, highway and edge of sidewalk setback line
restriction and the prohibition against persons and governmental entities from taking action after
three years for violations of such setback line restrictions established by: (i) a law, ordinance, or
regulation/ including a building or zoning law, ordinance, or regulation; or (ii) an instrument/
however denominated. §5-114(a)(9). The broad purpose of this statute of limitations is a
"rationalization of the law" (the phrase is Max Weber's) pertaining to building and structure
setbacks from property lines/ highways and edge of sidewalk "litigation"—actions or proceedings.
This case involves a governmental entity's decision to initiate a zoning regulations enforcement
action for a building or structure property line setback violation. The statutory universe of § 5114 also extends to "non-governmental entities" and their setback line restriction "litigation"
interests through 1) the definition of "person" (an individual, receiver, trustee/ guardian/ personal
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representative, fiduciary/ or representative of any kind and any partnership/ firm/ association/
corporation, or other entity) in § 5-114(6)(i); 2) the second definition of "setback line restriction"

in §5-114(a)(9)(ii) (an instrument, however, denominated) and; 3) § 5-114(c) ("[flailure to
comply. Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary in a deed or other written instrument, a
failure to comply with a setback line restriction may not cause a forfeiture or reversion of title.)"
Md. Code Ann., Cts. &Jud. Proc. II § 5-114 (2014 Supp.) has as much to do with setback restriction
line interests in formal legal documents, including deeds, the title insurance industry's need for
instruments with clean marketability of title, mortgage lending institutions' growing insistence
on surveys, which often uncover previously uncovered setback violations, and, potentially/
homeowner association covenants, as it does to a governmental entity's interest in discovery of
an offense of a building or zoning law. An exception for "Rule 3" violations is irreconcilable with
this legislative interest, especially when we take into account a governmental entity's evidentiary
burden of proof when it initiates a code enforcement action or proceeding for a building or
structure setback violation, which would include producing an older building permit plan and all
other documentation submitted in support of the permit.1

1 The initial draft of 1992 Md. Laws 383 included provisions barring actions involving variances. On reading the draft/
the Hearing Examiner surmised the failed provisions were deleted as redundant. After drafting this Order, the
Hearing Examiner surmises the language may have been introduced to offer enforcement protection to reflect the
potential difficulty of determining legal setbacks granted through the variance process based on building permit
records.
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ORDER
It isthereforethis25thday of June 2015, by the Howard County Board of Appeals Hearing
Examiner/ ORDERED:
That the request of the Department of Planning and Zoning to reconsider the Hearing
Examiner's May 20, 2015 Order dismissing in pertinent part Civil Citation CE 11-129-V, as it
concerned the department's issuance of a citation for Respondents' maintenance of a structure

which fails to meet the interior side yard setback, is DENIED.
Because the Hearing Examiner's June 8/ 2015 order staying Respondents' time to appeal
the May 20, 2015 Orderpendingthis request for reconsideration also stayed the Examiner'stimesensitive instructions to Respondents to demonstrate compliance with the abatement of the
garage use as commercial lease space, it is FURTHER ORDERED/ that within 10 calendar days of
this Reconsideration Order, Respondents shall arrange with the Department of Planning and
Zoning to inspect the Property only to the extent of confirming the abatement of the garage use
as commercial lease space for tenants by contacting Zoning Enforcement Supervisor Anthony
LaRose. Respondents shall provide access to the interior of the garages/ as agreed. This inspection
shall occur within 30 days of this Order, absent extraordinary circumstances.
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Scott Shearer/SGS Associates and Gregg Parater
Order Re: Department of Planning and Zoning's Request for Reconsideration
NOTICE TO RESPONDENTS: Respondents are advised that pursuant to Section 16.1608.(c) of the
Howard County Code, all fines are due and payable by the date indicated in the citation; and are
payable to the Director of Finance of Howard County. Pursuant to Section 16.1609, the alleged
violator may appeal a final order issued by the Hearing Examiner within 30 calendar days of the
date of this order to the Board of Appeals in accordance with Section 16.304 of this title.*
if an alleged violator appeals the final order of the hearing examiner, the alleged violator may
request the stay of any civil fine imposed by a final order pending the final resolution of an appeal.
Pursuant to Section 16.1610, if a final order of the Hearing Examiner includes a civil fine and the
order is appealed to the Board of Appeals/ the alleged violator shall post security in the amount
of the civil fine to the director in a form acceptable to the Director of Finance. After all appeals
are exhausted, if a civil fine is reduced or vacated, the security shall be reduced proportionately;
any surplus shall be returned to the alleged violator; and any balance shall be used to satisfy the
civil fine; or is not reduced or vacated, the security shall satisfy the fine assessed and accrue to
the benefit of the county. Pursuant to Section 16.1611, if a final order issued by a Hearing
Examiner assesses a civil fine and the alleged violator does not pay the fine within the time
required by the order/ the Hearing Examiner shall certify to the Director of Finance the amount
owed that shall become a lien on the property on which the violation existed; and be collected
in the manner provided for the collection of real estate taxes. Pursuant to Section 16.1612, if an
alleged violator fails to comply with an order to correct a violation within the time provided in
the order/ the county may seek a court order authorizing entry on to the property to correct the
violation and may procure the performance of the work by county employees or by contract to
correct the violation. The cost and expense of work performed under this section a lien on the
property on which the violation exists upon certification to the Director of Finance of the amount
owed.

* Howard County Code Sec. 16.304.(a). Appeal to Board of Appeals, provides in pertinent part
that the Board will hear the appeal of a citation issued under subtitle 16 of this title on the record
in accordance with section 2.210(b) of this Code (Section 2.210(b) of the Board of Appeals Rules
of Procedure.;

HOWARD COUNTY BOARD OF APPEALS HEARING EXAMINER
In the Matter of

Civil Citation Nos. CE11-129-IV&V
Citations Issued January 29, 2015

SCOTT SHEARER/SGS ASSOCIATES, LLC &
GREGG PARATER

June 29, 2015 Clarification of Reconsideration Order re: Inspection of Property

Respondents

to confirm abatement of garage use as
commercial lease space for tenants

CLARIFICATION OF JUNE 25, 2015 RECONSIDERATION ORDER
The June 25, 2015 Reconsideration Order concerning Civil Citation CE 11-129-V (the
department's issuance of a citation for Respondents' maintenance of a structure that fails to

meet the interior side yard setback) contains this language on Page 16 of the Order.
Because the Hearing Examiner's June 8, 2015 order staying Respondents' time to appeal
the May 20, 2015 Order pendingthis request for reconsideration also stayed the Examiner's
time-sensitive instructions to Respondents to demonstrate compliance with the abatement

of the garage use as commercial lease space, it is FURTHER ORDERED/ that within 10
calendar days of this Reconsideration Order, Respondents shall arrange with the
Department of Planning a nd Zoning to inspect the Property only to the extent of confirming
the abatement of the garage use as commercial lease space for tenants by contacting
Zoning Enforcement Supervisor Anthony LaRose. Respondents shall provide access to the
interior of the garages/ as agreed. This inspection shall occur within 30 days of this Order,
absent extraordinary circumstances.

The intent of this paragraph was to clarify that Respondents had ten days beyond June
25, 2015 to arrange with the Department of Planning and Zoning to set a day for the inspection.
If Respondents have already complied with this abatement order/ by arranging with DPZ to
inspect the Property and confirm abatement/ no additional (second) inspection is required.
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